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Board Jle.iects Athlet~s' 
Demands For Free Phones 
by Steve Bedell 
A group of Xavier University football 
players has petitioned the Xavier Univer-
sity Athletic · Board to finance the in-
stallation and operation of the Centrex te-
lephone system for the members of the 
footbal team. Amidst rumors of a threat-
ened money hold-out on the part of the 
football players; the Athletic Board turned 
down their proposal only after dealing 
with the financial issues involved. When 
Steve Kunath, Managing Editor of the 
-Xavier News, approached the spokesmen 
of the team about the proposal on Sep-
tember 23rd, they stated that a few players 
were trying to organize a proposal for free 
No, Centrex System ls Not Cheaper! 
Homecoming Plans Outlined; 
Queens' Contest In 'Question 
by Steve Bedell. Ohio River." Two boats will be used: Jo-
News Editor hnson's Party Boat and the Chaperone. 
· Homecoming Weekend, November 2nd Together, the boats will leave the Public 
and 3rd, will feature a semi-formal Dance landing at the foot of Broadway Avenue at 
Friday night and the Xavier-Dayton -9:30 p.m. and redock at 1:30 a.m. The ar-
football game Saturday afternoon, cli- · rangement is BYOB, with mix offered at 
maxed by a "Boat Cruise on the Ohio Riv- $.75 per bucket or glass. There will be live 
music on board each boat tentatively fea-er" Saturday night. k 
turing Blacksnake Mean and Mudshar . 
Homecoming weekend .will begin on Blacksnake Mean is from Dayton and has 
Friday night with a semi-formal danc.e at played as a warm-up group in concert.a 
Schueler's Ballroom, from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 
a.ni. The cost will be $7.00 per couple. Mix The Homecoming Weekend Committee 
will be offered fiee of charge; music will be with Jim Moroney as Chairman,indudes: 
Provided by Blue8tone Ivory. Molly Gilrunan, Milton Sprowl, Bill Young, Donna Dube~ Boo Boo Totten, Ro-
Saturday at 1:30 P·lll· Xavier plays the. cco Saracina, Matt. Hartigan, Greg Everett, 
Dayton University football team at the Tony Fletcher, and AI Lopez. The Commit· 
Xavier University football stadium. There tee is· in. the process of choosing among !1 
will be a specially prepared halftime show Homecoming King and Queen, a Home-
presented by the Xavier University march· coming Queen, or nothing at all. The Com· 
ing band.. . mittee voted on each of the alternatives 
Mulligan Tells It Like It Is? 
Dear Friend: 
. l -'.· 
Because we re~gnize the civic value of Xavier University's intercoll_egiate athle~ic ~ro­
gr~ms and because everyone knows the expense _of fielding, coachmg and equ1ppmg 
teams, we have joined ih an effort to help underwnte these costs. 
Many business and professional leaders in Greater Cincinnati ar~ d?nors to the Mus~e­
teer Annual Athletic Appeal. Our hope is to broaden the base of this important financial 
assistance. Gifts of all amounts are welcome ~nd appreciated. 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., President of Xavier University, has said: "lntercolle~ate 
football basketball baseball and other sports have always been a part of college hfe at 
Xavier. 'The good ~thlete is respected at Xavier. Let's support Xavier athletes. They de-
serve it." · · 
We are proud of Cincinnati's slogan ) "The City On T~e Mo~e." ~lease give a financial 
boost to one of Cincinnati's historic institutfons - Xavier University. 
Of course, gifts are ·tax deductible. On behalf of Xavier, t~e stu~ent,athletes and the 
future of intercollegiate athletics, we thank you for your consideration. 
Gratefully, 
Burton M. Bongard 
LOOKING AHEAD AT XAVIER 
"Intercollegiate football, basketball, 
baseball and other sports have always 
been a part of college life at Xavier 
University. The future will focus even · 
more upon making them a rallying center 
of social life for our students and alumni. 
The good athl~te is respected at Xavier 
University. Even the ancient Greeks 
liked games, and Olympic .winners were 
national heroes. Let's support Xavier 
athletes. They deserve it." 
After the game beer gardens ~II be held and the Homecoming King and Queen pro-
as an open reception for all alumni and . posal received 7 votes and the Home-
students. The focation of the beer gardens . coming Queen alternative netted .4 vo~. 
is presently undecided between the tennis Each group will now draw. up their own 
courts arid tlie Musketeer Grill. presentation with regard to each of the pro- Rev. R. w. Mulligan, s .. J. 
. Saturday night .~ be ·the highlight. of posals and a definite choice will be decided President 
the weekend offering a "Boat Cruise on the upon. L--::;.,:::::::;:.:~:::.:==::... ___________________ .. 
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Harvest o.f Sharrie Reaped 
Despite Boycott E.ff ort.~ 
XAVIER NEws=========l 
ON CAMP~US 
by William Amold enforced by both unions. It would jeopardy~ CORRECl'l~N 
Editor-in-Chief have provided for the withdrawal Ms. Sprintz stressed the necessi· . In the·fi:rst issue of T~ X~vie~Ne~s i~:;:i~~n~a::t~~r;,:':i!;r~ 
Nearly three weeks ago, a .pen· oft~eTeamsters from the ~elds, a!: ty for the continuation of the boy- our :!:ia:~h~a~~?am :S: rr::~re ~S however, a Tucker's Tavern 
ding settlement was announced be- lowing the UFW to organize agn. cott. She stated .that current es- I;\~ . h . f OtitlY 50¢ Our blushes 
tween the United Farm Workers cultural farm workers. The recently timates place the growers' loss in a cover c arge 0 , • • 
led by Cesar Chavenz and the In- signed contra.eta with the grape unrealized profits ~n.d unsold -The Xavier News-
temational Brotherhood of Team- growers and wme prod~cers would grapes near the $7 nullion mar~. Design the Cover of the Catalogue Contest . 
sters headed by Frank Fit- also ~ave been res~i!1ded. The She told the News that there is Dr. Milton Partridge, Dean of Summer Sessions, has announced the 
zsimmons. However, 1;1ince that UFW, m turn, was wdhng.to sus- more support now than ever before "Design the Cover of the Catalogue Contest." Dr. Partridge is inter-
time, the agreement has gone un- pend the c~rrent boycott.of tceburg because of increasing .awareness ested in new ideas for the cover of the Summer.Sessions Catalogue. A 
signed and the UFW boycott lettuce until .1975, when the grow- on the part of the pubhc. "People prize of $35 will be awarded to the person submitting the winning en-
against California table grapes, ers contracts would be up for ren· realize," sh~ said, "h?w t~e Team· try. Entry blanks can be picked up at the Summer Sessions office be-
iceberg head lettuce, and Gallo ewal. However, any chan~e fo~ s~t- sters were mvolved m this whole ginning Oct. 18. Rules for the contest are listed below. 
wines continues. tlement at the present time ts m affair and that the growers were IZE · 
· / not idel bystanders." S . . . . . . 
' Minimum Size of Entnes 1s also the Suggested size. 
She stressed,. however, that the approx. 5W' x SW' (one cover design - Front) 
struggle for self-determinati~n approx. UW' x 8W' (design for both Fr!>nt and Back) 
among farm workers is not re· Suggested Maximum Size 
motely centered in California. approx. 8W' x 11" (for front c~ver) 
Xavier students, she stated, can . 
help by not purchasing CaliJomia MEDIUM - photoliraphy, pen & ink, water eolors, acrylics, etc. on 
iceburg lettuce, table grapes, and cardboard or heaV) paper ;_ PICTURES - PHOTOS - DE-
Gallo wines, which include such SIGNS -· ABSTRWCTS · · · etc. 
popular wines as Boones Fann and COLOR USE - Color or Balck & White Combinations. (2 colors be-
Ripple. She noted that other types sides white-or-several shad.es of one color-or-blends & overlaps) 
of lettuce such as Boston and Ro- PROPERTY - Entries beCome the property of Xavier University's 
maine are available as well as SUMMER SESSIONS Office. HOwEVER, if you would like your 
many varieties of wines. Also, work returned to you after the judging, submit your STUDENT 
Xavier students can urge the I.D. #,ADDRESS, and PHONE #on a 3" x 6" card and the 
Shamrock Food Services not to pur- Summer Sessions Office may return your work to you. DO NOT 
chase California table grapes and ATTACH C~D TO YOUR ENTRY. ' 
use only UFW iceburg lettuce, or DESIGN - You.may submit a design for either the FRONT cover of 
non-head tYJ>e lettuce. the catalogue or a design for the FRONT and BACK covers. Nat-
In addition, students and faculty urally the ~l!lphasis would· be on the front of the catalogue. , 
can discuss the boycott in classes. REQUIREME·~ - the name ·;,XAVIER UNIVERSITY" Cat-
Ms. Sprintz is scheduled to speak alope and years 1974 - 1978 MUST appear on the front cov-before several Ethi~ and Theology 
classes in an effort to discuss the er of the catalogue. 
moral 'ls well as historical im· DATE + PLACE - Entries must be submitted to the SUMMER SES· 
. plications of the plight of the fann SIONS OFFICE (alter 102-B) by November 16, 1973, 4:30 P.M. 
worker in America. Also, students PRIZE TO WINNER ""'."'" $35.00 
may aesist by their personal sup- Going Somewhere? 
port of off-campus activities. Cur· Aaacon Auto Transpc)ri, Inc. has a steady flow qf cars going from 
ren tly' picketing and passing out incinnati, Florida, New York and other states. These are mostly oqe;-t1yers at area Liberal Super- . 
· markets is being conducted by the ay tnps. . 
:Cincinnati branch of the UFW.' They are seeking responsible drivers, over 21 who wish the free use 
Anyone interested. is urged tO call of an automobile to reach their destination. Up to three people can 10. 
:. the local office of the Unit.eel Farm in a car.' · · _ 
Califomia migrant workers picketed Findley Market in protest Workers at i604 Race Street, 721· Contact Aaac0n. offices several w~ks in advance of the time you 
of the sale of non-union lettuce. 8594. ish to go and the chances are they will have a car for you. They can 
The long-hoped-for agreement • ft.en do it on short notice also. · · 
was seen as the light at t~e end of. Call Robert Finn at 621-4744 any time. 
the tunnel for the struggling UFW . . . . . 
in its attempt to organize and re1>9" If you wish ~o. drive to St: Louts, Chicago, D~troit, Cleveland, New 
resent the thousands of migrant ork or other c1t1es on occasional weekends, register now. 
farm workers who produce what Association for Computing Machinery 
Edward R. Murrow, the late CBS 
anchor-man, called the "harvest of 
shame." The latest rumors of set-
tlement follow a long, hot, and 
bloody summer for the UFW pick-
ets and supporters. The latest 
strike and the accompanying vio-
lence came in the wake of the signi· 
. ng of what the UF:W~ terms 
Lilli Sprintz, representative o1 
the Cincinnati Boycott, wHl ad 
dress the Student Senate today, 
Wednesday, October 17th at 5:H 
P .M. in the Tri-State room. 
"Sweetheart Contracts" between· 
the Teamsters and the grape grow-
ers throughout California. These 
contracts were originally held by 
the. UFW, but growers earlier this 
The X.U. student chapter of A.C.M. announces its 1973-74 or-
ganizational meeting on October 18 from 2:10 to 3:00 p.m. in the tri-
stat.e room in the University Center. Everybody welcome. 
Freshinan Elections 
Elections for President, Vice President and two representatives will 
e held on October 25 & 20; 1973. Petitions may be obtained in the 
tudent government office. Completed petitions are due on October 19 
at noon in the student government. Campaigning begins on October 23 
at 8 a.m. on validation of petitions. For further information contact 
at Sayres or Cathy Cusick. · 
contribution..:.great and small. 
Whether the Paulist keeps 
boys off eity streets by restor~ 
ing and re-planting a city park 
or wins awards for a remark-
able TV series-he is responding 
to the needs as he sees them. 
year called upon the Teamsters af . . -· 
the expiration ·of UFW contracts .. Farm workers Union demands include the halt of child labor. 
All this was done, says the UFW, This boy is thinnin1 out heads of lettuce. 
without the consent or even know- ------·--...... · ____ ......; _________ __, 
..• .._.... 
ofmtanler 
mar Ille taken 
1n t11e measure 
ofltsllEn. 
In the beginning there was 
Isaac Hecker. 
Wherever he serves-in a 
parish or an inner city school 
. .. a youth center or on 
campus ... a welfare shelter 
or in a prison ... joining a 
senior citizens group or in 
radio, television or publishing, 
the Paulist is making his own 
contribution, and keeping alive 
Father Hecker's dream. 
ledgeofthefield·workers the Team- .. Orange Blossom 
sters claim they represent. E ) • ) ff bed ' 
According to Lilli Sprintz, repre- XC USIVe Y erSC e S 
sentative of the Cincinnati area Gi•w , 
UFW boycott, it is important that 
support for the farmworkers and 
the boycott continues. In an inter- h• somethi•n • 
view with the News, she emp-
hasized that no agreement has 
been signed, and the longer the 
present negotiations are drawn out, to cry 
the dimmer the prospects for such . .)Y' '· 
an agreement. Ms. Sprintz said bo t / .. 't°.f" \ 
that the proposed Settlement has a u .;: sm1 I ., 
essentially been a compromise ju- · • .. ,, : ..;.: 
~S:!:~~:!:~~~mt~! ~~~~nTt~: Rx ~ .J ''·"·· ......... , ,,.·:~·:;•:/:/'· 
a~eem._ent would hav:e been jointly • ·' • ··~!·' CARLETON 
AUJl~~~~~~~~CE ~r J~m~ 
Complete s1Ncr ,." 
l 4W. FOURTH , Insurance Service TR1-couNn cENTER 
l' ,.;".)HN BAUER ASSOC. ~~::~~RD:~a:RE d h ·--.. M~..... 732-1716 .__ ______ ..;... ______ s1_u_c_n_1_r_u_rc_a_s_c_r_1a_n_. _ ..... 
Ask About Ou.r 
He founded the order in 
1858 and his aim was to create 
an order of priests who would 
be able to meet the needs of 
the North American people as 
they arose in each era, each 
age. Modern priests who 
1 1ould be modern men. 
Part of the success of this 
order, he believed, would lie in 
the fact that each man would 
be himself, contributing his 
own individual talents in his 
own way for the total good. 
"The indiv.iduality of man:' he 
said, "cannot be too great 
when he is guided by the 
spirit of God." 
·And that is just what the 
Paulists are-individualists. 
We're proud of our men and 
of each and every individual 
After all, there is a lot to 
live up to and an order is only 
as good as its men. 
For more information send 
for THE PAULIST PAPERS-an 
e11citing new vocation kit of 
articles, posters and 
recordings. 
Anarchy And Old Lace 
The other day, I was highly dis· sentative of the student body. Nat- such an integral part of college 
turbed to discover that, in 1972, urally, this varies from campus to football, an H.Q. should have at 
Xavier did away with the grand old campus. At Xavier, it would trans- least a rudimentary knowledge of 
tradition of the Homecoming lat.e into a white, Catholic Queen. th~ game. such as the vital stati-
Queen, and that a Student Gov· This may seem unfair, but after all, sties of every player on the varsity 
ernment subcommittee has just there are only about 150 Blacks on rostei. A good background in 
.been appointed to investigate campus. We don't mean to imply cheerleading is almost essential, as 
· whether or not to.have a Queen that there's anything wrong with cheerleaders and Homecoming 
this year. being Black, but they should keep Queens alike play a sort of vestal 
This wishy-washiness is shock· their. place and not run, for Ho?te- virgin's role in the Football Faith. 
ing. We as Americans need Home- commg ~ueen. T~ere s noth.m~ To ensure the selection of the 
coming Queens (at least tempo· wrong with !1°t~eing,Cath~hcei best possible Queen, we should ex· 
rarily, in lieu of a Vice President). ther, but agmn, if you ~e g~i.ng to amine the origins of the ~stom. 
Homecoming Queens offer security, go. so~eplace ~here you 11 ~em the Probably the farthest back we can 
as well as a model for women ta mmonty, you d be~ter realize that go is to very primitive mane, when 
look up to ~nd strive for or sigh af. you should keep quiet. every spring the comeliest maiden 
ter. But enough of this negativity. of the tribe was ceremoniously de-
Since Homecoming Queens are ·Wha~ should a ., Xavier Home- flowered to appea~e the fert~lity 
80 vital to national security, there commg Quee!' be. She sh?ul.d be g~ds (not to mention the tribal 
are necessarily certain criteria for capable of being l~ subm1Bs1vely priests). 
excellence.which we must work dil- t~rough the cafe~~a, though rou- Though fertility gods are anat-
igently to meet. smg from he~ smiling st~por often hema in this age of population, per.' 
To facilitate Queen &election, the enodug.h to ttesbnbeWhivo~lersbe'?th cant.tdy haps with a little ceremony we can 
fi t d " t 1 t el an Cigare · e mg pre y, both standardize our Homecoming irs ~n. j 0Jembs r~ e ~us nl ·she must be nondescript enough to Queen contest and produce a win-
wAays e. u gBe y ex mth sHo y. fit Everyman's secuel fantasies. ning football team at the same ppearance. ecause e ome- . . . 
coming Queen is a visual phenom· Smee Homecoming Queens are time. 
enom, abstract elements such as 
disposition, intelligence, and imag· 
ina.tion are absolut.ely worthless. It 
doesn't matter a bit whether an. 
H.W. is a raging bitch or plodding 
moron, so long as she can smile 
sweetly at the right people and 
keep her feet poised at a 45-degree 
angle. · 
This, of course, is not to say that 
a 11. or even any Homecoming 
Queens have lousy personalities. 
But from the fifty-yard line, with a 
sheaf of frostbitten roses and a 
rhinestone tiara, who.can tell? 
It is taken for granted that a 
Homecoming Queen is pretty. Not 
necessarily beautiful - "beautiful" 
sometimes implies an exoticity not 
· always in keeping with the Girl-
Next-Door ethic - but at least ser-
viceably pretty. She comes with 
sparkling eyes, freckles, and up-
turned nose, and perhaps, as a con-
cession to reality, a minor flaw 
· such as thick ankles or round 
shoulders. 
Aside from being pretty, a Home-
coming Queen should also be repre-
Any semblance· of order or meaning in this maze called the 
Centrex system is !Derely ~n illus!_~'!· 
9678 Mon1gome11 ilo in Mon1gome1y.O 
l'llOOe 793-8700 
TUE., FEB. 5th 
FRI., FEB. 8th 
MON., FEB. 11th 
WED., FEB. 13th 
SAT., FEB. 16th 
TUE., FEB. 19th 
THUR., FEB. 21st 
FRI., FEB. ,22nd 
MON., FEB. 25th 
THUR .•. FEB. 28th 
. ' .. 
RESEARCH 
Thousands.of Topics 
$2.75 per page 
Send for your up-fo,date, 160-page, 
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage (delivery time is 
1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 (2131477-8474 or 477-5493 
Our· research material Is sold for 
research assistance only. 
..-~~~~--~~---~--~---. 
CAMPUS 
TYPING SERVICE 
281 .. 7155 
Sp•ln? A true liv1og.fearning experience. Full Uni· 
vers1ty accred1tat1on. American dir·:?c11on. Spanish 
1e~ch1ng stall, S;:ian,s~ language, literature. history. 
c1~·d1;a!1:tn. art. t:-.e1tre and p!'\tlosophy. Students hve 
w.tri S:>an1!-h tam11:es ,.., small city within easv corn .. 
"'"!1ng a.stance from t.!adrid. Skiing, horseback 
ndir.;J. 1rou1 ftshi"'lg. e1c:. For information. write Dr. 
Hug~ A. Harter..On10 Wesleyan University. Delaware, 
Ohio 43015, or pnone: 614·363·4431, Ext. 210. 
WOMENS INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
1974SEASON 
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE 
LINCOLN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE 
MIDWAY COLLEGE 
CAMPBELLSVILLE COLLEGE 
TRANSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY 
RIO GRANDE COLLEGE 
CENTRE COLLEGE 
BEREA COLLEGE 
BELLERMINE COLLEGE 
CINCINNATl~IBLE COLLEGE 
AT GEORGETOWN, KY. 
X.U. FIELDHOl!SE: 
AT MIDWAY, KY. 
AT CAMPBELLSVILLE, KY. 
AT LEXINGTON, KY. 
AT RIO GRANDE, OHIO 
AT DANVILLE, KY. 
AT BEREA, KY. 
AT LOUISVILLE, KY. 
X.U. FIELDHOUSE 
\ . ' 
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Remember when only God 
could end the world? . , 
-·.~ ... 
Today man has entered the atomic age, the age of 
overkill. A mushroom cloud of death and violence 
shadows the sensibility of our time. The awareness, 
however, that there is violence all around does not 
diminish the fact that the starting point of non-vio-
lence is the individual. We may concede that vio; 
Jenee is in all of us. So is God. The time is now to 
try His way, together, on a scale never before 
attempted. Get together with your family, friends, 
neighbors, or co-workers to discuss the problems 
of violence and how you· can work together to help 
solve them. For a helpful discu~sion guide and fur-
ther 'information write: Religion In American Life, 
475 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. Play an ac-
tive role in your community and help RIAL 
show the way. REUGIONINAMERICANllfE 
The community of God. 
Make it your way. 
- ' ~~ .A PIJblic 5efvice" Tt;s ~ & '[he Advertising O:luncil 
WE'LL HELP YOU FIND 
THE DIAMOND YOU'LL FLIP FOR 
There are all kinds of diamonds. 
Some right, some wrong for you. We'll help 
you find the diamond you'll flip for ••• 
love for its brilliance, admire for its fire. 
One diamond is waiting, so perfect for your 
purse and personality, it could never 
belong to another. 
STUDENT 
CHARGE 
ACCOUNTS 
INVITED 
20% DISCOUNT 
TO ALL 
'XAVIER 
STUDENTS 
•' 
• -·~·...._ •• , .... )7"~ •.J. .~'.t •.••• '·, ',>:;-", ,., .... 
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the xavier news 
Editor-in-Chief .............. : ............... William L. ~rnol~ 
Managing Editor ............. · ........... Stephen 0.1. Kulat Opinion 
Page 
The Xavier News is p~blished ~eekly during 
the school .year except dunng v:icat1~n and e~am­
ination periods by. Xavier Umver~1ty, Hamtlton 
County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohto 45207. $5.00 
per year: Entered as second c~as~ mat.ter O~tober 4, 
1946 at the Post Office of Cmcmnatt, Ohio under 
the Act of March 3, 1879. Letters should be 
addressed to the Editor and mailed to the News 
in care of the Xavier University Center. 
Editorial Board ......................... · ....... Barbara Be bot 
Colleen McCormick, Thomas Stevens 
Moderator ................................... Mr. James Cahill 
Business Advisor .................................. Jack Jeffre 
The Xavier News is tJ;t' official student m•u 1spap1•r of Xa~;;,:r. Uniut•r.'iil.\:· .1·1z,, 
writings. artich.!.'i, layout, picturt•s and fo~mat clft' 1111• r1•sp!m::1hlfl~.\' rJ{ !h~· /~di/or . .; 
and do not llt'Cl'Ssarily repfl'S~''.''· t/11• uwws c!f tf1'' Ad~111m.'i_tratwn, f~u.ulty an~ 
Students of XCJuier unh•ss i•xplrt•1t/y ,.;falt•c/ .. ,V.c1111t1r U11fvers1ty sul~srr~ht s lo. tl~t 
principle of responsible freedom uf t'.\'Prt'sswn for our stud1•11/ t•clltors ar!cl .'Wt h 
fn•edoms ar'' prot1•ct1•d i>y "7'/u• .Joint Stakme11t on Ri1.:hts ancl Frt•t'<ioms of Stud1•11/s 
for Xauit•r University." 
The Xavier News 
The Student Newspaper 
of the Oldest Catholic 
College in the 
Northwest Territory. 
Appraising {Not Praising) The Situation 
Throughout my high school and college careers I have 
been plagued by expediency. Jesuit institutions, once a ha-
ven from such persecution, have seemingly lost their de-
sire to stand firm. This past week I have seen Jesuit ex-
pediency rear its ugly head yet again. This time, the 
President of our University is the source of the sore. 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan became acting President of 
Xavier on Sept. 8, 1972 and with his inauguration on De-
cember 3 of the same year, he became Xavier's 30th Presi-
dent. Whether or not this will ever mean anything is yet to 
be seen. 
At the University Senate meetings held last May, the 
football program was discussed before attentive students, 
and I can still remember the frustration caused by ·Fr. 
Mul.ligan p.laying the role of commentator-chairman. I can 
believe that he did not envision his actions being inter-
preted as administrative BS, but many students took these 
meetings seriously and did not appreciate parliamentary-
procedural games of musical chairs. 
will visit Marion Hall siitce we want to sell some 
of the antique furniture there - replacing it with 
more practical furniture. I'd appreciate any as-
sistance you might give him when he appears_ 
Bob 
(Emphasis my own) 
Well, the appraiser did come to Marion Hall, he di_d look 
at the furniture, and he did comment to a reside.nt that he 
couldn't get more than $300 to $400 for the best piece of 
furniture (a fraction of its true worth). Now Fr. Mulligan, 
obviously I don't know all the facts. I don't know precisely 
how much money you can get for that furniture, I don't 
have proof that you said that the residents of Marion 
couldn't properly care for the antique furniture, and I lack 
information concerning the actual owners of the furniture 
and the path it took to Marion. Brit this dearth of informa-
tion cannot stop me from registering horror at the non-
chalance with which you bypassed even the simplest of 
courtesies by not informing any student residents of Mar-
ion of the course of action you intended. 
Again last May, in a "prudential" decision, Fr. Mulligan 
attempted io have every copy of The Athenaeum maimed 
by tearing out the last page and having a false page sta-
pled in. This action took place after the Publication. Com- " 
mittee met and voted to release The Athenaeum without 
alteration. The Committee forwarded its decision to Fr. 
Mulligan and his subsequent disregard is history. I may ' 
add that The Athenaeum is described on its cover as pub-
lished by "the students" of Xavier University. 
Fr. Mulligan; it is not for me to say this for a fact, you 
would know it better than I, but it seems to many of us. 
that you are trying to "pull a fast one." It is in a fear of 
that very thing that I write this without first speaking to 
you. I fear that if that furniture ever leaves Marion, it will 
never come back. It is out of a concern for the preservation 
of the integrity of Marion Hall that I write this· now. This 
furniture is important to Marion a_nd no amount of 
"practical" furniture can make up for it. Yes, Fr. Mulligan, 
there are students who can appreciate a beautiful 1900 
wooden bookcase in preference to a vinyl:.Covered mon-
s.irosity whose only merit is being "practical". (read 
"cheap). . 
By this time, Fr. Mulligan, you will have received a let-
ter signed by all members of Marion Hall, asking you to 
reconsider your position in this matter.I realize that being 
President of a university tends to involve one in red tape 
and perhaps draws you away from the students who really 
need a good University President. But there is no excuse 
for one person to· blatantly ignore the feelings of others 
when it would be easy to avoid. 
In the above instances, I can almost understand the 
course of action taken by our President. Almost. ~ut our 
own personal Marquis de Sade has come up with a new 
one_ This most recent of actions showing utter disregard 
for the average Xavier student is illustrated by a mem-
orandum from the desk of the President dated October 1, 
and addressed to Fr. William King, chaplain of Marion 
Hall: 
Dear Bill, 
Some time during the coming month, there will 
be an antique furniture appraiser on campus. He 
Fr. Mulligan, in the first issue of the Xavier Nes, we as-
ked you to inform us of any way we could help you make 
Xavier a better place. We have heard nothing. Now, to 
avoid the alienation of at least 50 students, to preserve the 
integnty of Marion Hall, and to start us back on the road 
· to more serious matters; Fr. Mulligan, please reconsider. , 
. S.K. 
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Xavier Football Slammed As "Absurd Concatenation" 
Dear Editor 
73-7. Quick! Tell me what this figure means. If you 
guessed that it was Cincinnati Princeton's basketball 
team scoring average and the combined E.R.A. of the 
Cleveland Indians pitching staff connected by a hyphen, 
you weren't far from wrong. Actually, Cincinnati Prince-
t.on averaged 67 points per game last year while the Clev-
·eland Indians gave up about four runs per game. 67-4. · 
Pretty damn close. 
Only in such absurd concatenations is it possible to find 
· a suitable analogy for that equally absurd concatenation 
of SIU's and Xavier's respective football scores. (It was 
anything but pretty damn close.) Our defensive linemen 
looked like four gazebos all in a row. Our linebackers 
might have been mistaken for cemetery monuments, ·and 
our secondary had a rough time with pigeons. As for the 
offense, well, they looked like 11 guys trying to hitch a ride 
to the West Coast - except for the second and fourth quar-
ter, that is. Then they looked like guys trying to hitch a 
ride to the East Coast. As for SIU, well, they got a big kick 
out of running down hitchhikers. 
Personally, I have no quarrel with the men who choose 
to make themselves available to both the slings and ar-
rows of outrageous pigeons, linebackers, et al.. What I do 
abhor, however, is the insensitivity, greed, and stupidity 
of the makemonies who expo11e those poor, defenseless 
boobs to such humiliations. By now I should think that 
even the Board of Trustees could have figured out that 
Xavier has neither the name or the resources needed to 
attract a talented, motivated group of football players. In 
their stead, Muskie recruiters canvassed local high schools 
singing their siren song. 
Come on and take a free ride 
Come on and take me by surprise 
Come on take a free ride, 
Free Ride!* 
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the Muskies, once 
. they have insinuated themselves into the slough of de· 
spond we c~ll the Xavier football team, break into their 
own ambrosian chant: 
And I don't see the world going by 
And I don't even have to tey 
I'm just hangin' aroupd 
Just hangin' around*"' 
In the midst of this rock concert sits the, you know, ev-
eryday Muskie. The poor soul who has-to pay for his (her) 
own education. During the summer he must work at Ford 
Motor Company, screwing radiator caps onto intractable 
radiators. During the school year he must sign loyalty 
oaths for National Direct Student Loans. Doesn't he de-
serve somelthing better? Perhaps he deserves the reduc-
tion in tuition that will ensue if Xavier drops football?. 
And what about the jocks, don't they deserve something 
better too? If they're really serious about continuing their 
education, couldn't they do it without an athletic scholar-
ship? If they aren't really committed to their own .edu-
~ation, wouidn't it be better for them tO. pursue some more 
useful endeavor? (Like getting a job.)" 
How about it Xavier, haven't we had enough? 
Neil Hennessy 
Song lyrics taken from Edgar Wfoter's They Only Come 
Out at Night. 
"'Free·Ride published by Silver Steed Music, In~ .• (BMi). 
1972. 
."'"'Hangin' Around published by Hierophant Music and 
Silver Steed l\_f usic, Inc~. (B~). 1972. 
No Room At Ca.feteria Door 
Dear Editor: mal boarder, thereby costing us ·money." To my know· 
This letter is in reference to the article entitled "Senate ledge, there has been no pre-requisite established for com-
Meets and Conducts Business as Usual," in the October 10 muters which dictates that they eat only_ one meal a day, 
edition of the -Xavier News .. The item which caught my at- thi.s meal being of necessity the noon meal .. Nor are com-
tention and prompted me to write this letter was the para- routers such peculiar creatures that' they, unlike the 
graph concerning Mr. Dale Henry, the Director of Sham- "normal boarder", eat "twice as much" at lunchtime. 
rock Food Services. Mr. Henry was reported as saying that (Twice as much as what or whom?) 
"he would like to get to know the students, and estabtish It seems that Mr. Henry has some good and interesting 
better communications." Which all seems very com- ideas for improving the food service in the cafeteria. But 
mendable, until one discovers what his feelings are con- he has abs9lutely no right to want the cafeteria limited ~o 
cerning commuters in the cafeteria. When asked about the dorm students. Perhaps he should be reminded that al-
high prices wl!i't:h commuters are required to pay if they though he is doing business with the University, his posi-
wish to eat lunch in the cafeteria, Mr. Henry replied that tion has not yet advanced to that of a policy-maker in an 
he "didn'.t particularly want commuters in the cafeteria." I ·administrative capacity. Under the present policy, commu-
would like for someone to tell me exactly what gives him ters have a legitima~e right to use-cafeteria services; many 
the authority to tell the commuters that they are "not of them hav~ friends from the dorm with whom they like 
wanted" in the cafeteria of their own school! I am under to ·eat lunch, and even if they do not, no one has th~ right 
the impression that Xavier has contracted .with th~s man· to tell them that they cannot eat there if they pay the 
to provide food service to the University, not to express his price. It seems to me that Mr. Henry should change his 
preferences concerning .who and who should not avail present attitude toward commuters (they are students, too) 
themselves of this service. if he wants to remain consistent with his desire to "get to 
Mr. Henry ·also stated that "Because it's their only meal, know the students, anJ .establish better communciations/' 
commuters will load up and eat twice as much as the nor- Patricia A. Tenhund(eld. 
\ . 
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De Rerum Natura· 
Well, the cracks are finally begin- major offences were too well estah- bast of this individual whose only approached by-some French ac- tinuously amused by the intensity 
ning to show. The events in Wash- lish to be effectively circumvented. goals seemed divisiveness and a quaintances who were very curious with which ·.,.,e carry out a project, 
ington this past week have shat-. Things had to be stopped before mild self-apotheosis, his pale and about the American attitude .to- and then our equal indifference 
tered the illusions of even the most the evidence became irrefutable; af- unsteady appearance before the ward the situation; were we really once it has been completed. If there 
mnocent of spectators, while many ter all, resigning isn't quite as had judge brought a twinkle to the eye that naive to be shocked by a few is a possibility of widespread cor-
of the more encrusted cynics seem- as a prison term. if not a relief to the lower intestinal underhanded but effective methods ruption in high circles, the solution 
ed to hover around capitol hill like tract. There is a real danger in this of the regime in power? The Nixon is not to conduct a witch hunt. The 
birds of carrion around a funeral What had become of the over- rather puerile type of purgation, administration was developing an driving out of scapegoats from the 
pyre. The resignation of our vice night household word? How could however. With our very American effective foreign policy and would land of the blessed may have a 
president stunned everyone; yet it a man w~th .a faultless record as tendency toward histrionics and need a free hand to forge some con- cathartic effect a·nd allow us to 
was all the more unexpected in president of his PTA come to such rhetoric, the real issue behind these sistent and effective domestic pro- sleep more peacefully at night, but 
that his continual declarations of an ignominious demise? For us events can all too easily be lost un- grams. When would we grow up? we must not delude ourselves into 
innocence seemed to he confirmed among' the effete corps of impudent der the ensuing tons of emotive ver- Only the Americans are so charm- thinking that all will henceforth re-
by a staunch determination to bat- snobs' it is difficult not to relish the biage. ant to think that the government of ma in bright and polished. Our 
tle out the issue in the courts. The momen't, unchristian as it may he. a world power could function effi· laws need continual revision and 
sudden nolo contendere to a minor The divine concept of justitia Last May when the mud be- ciently and remain uncorrupt si- we must constantly compare our 
count of tax evasion with sus- seems to have finaliy embraced lching eruptions of. Watergate be- multaneously. ideal of justice with the reality 
pension of all other charges seemed both its poetic and civil com- gan to occur with a rather dis- emerging from the courtrooms. The 
all too clear an admission that the ponents. After listening to the born- tressing regularity, I was 'fhe cynical overtones disturbe process is never ending by its very 
us; yet the French did not manage nature; but fo our more confident 
to maretain their status as the Lan- days of world conquest we seemed 
WI.th Gu· sto guediplomatique by mere appeal to very content to solace ourselves aesthetics. They seem to have ac- with "eternal vigilance in the price 
1-----1 quired some expertise in dealing of liberty." Perhaps we should pity 
-------------oAVID ONOFREY with foreign governments and can former vice president Agnew as 
differentiate between who holds having been ensnared in a set of 
the offical title and who wields the circumstances which encouraged 
. . . real power in a given regime. When his integrity to he compromised; 
_Marcel Proust, muchly hooked ~n manner (i.e. at the very summit of forbidden me or tolerated only as Europeans scoff at our naivete but if we expect him to pay his debt 
bitsf o[ F~e~~~ pa~~ry dunked ~ ~e~hg~s~y Jung:) -d that, h~n~ farl:s tre bac~.p~rc~. Hencethl however, it may not be our goals to society let us pay ours by seek-
~'uhp UbSl~ • fls~ne '_an Un USU for h' a ed~C ew_e anhy and h COU on ylenvy ihs avmg a mo d., which they ridiclue but out meth· ing to prevent such circumstances 
~r a . m us10n given . to pro- urt er sou? mgs mto t e . ept s er more to erant t an my own an ods. Ano.ther Frenchman who had from making such conflicting de-
ducmg wildly hallucenogemc ?outs of my creative psyche. ~es, it was move on. recently visited the States was con- mands on future public servants. 
ofdeep-seatedmemoryandofmter- all clear now: that mfamous 
minahly complicated Ciceronian ogresse had maligned my inter- I was about to comment to .the 
sentences, had them. The Magi, on pretive sculpture of the principal person beside me - a life-sized, 
only gold, frankenscense, and myr- (medium: clay and pegs) only to ah- pregnant Watusi sex-goddess. done 
rh, experienced one to end them all. scond with it during recess to the in finest teak - that the next 
Even Stephen Daedulus, as young nearest art dealer! Indignant, I "one" was.not had, hut that it lack-
. and.as Irish as he was, couldn't shed a hitter tear and moved on. ed a certain realism which the art-
keep from having his "portratit" ist was evidently trying to achieve, 
done in them. So, I thought as I fol- Next to affront (and to offend) when I realized that it was a mirror 
lowed the suite of exhibitions at a my sensibilities wti.s, of all things, into which I was gazing. Swift and 
recent showing of contemporary· my toy box of eons past, stuffed deadly were the recollections of sec-
" art", why couldn't I have them with empty Coke cans, three- ond grade, of my first Confession, 
too? Since what auspicious oc- season old buckeye collections, and and of the Good Nun's "conscience 
casion have epiphanies been inac- my tender, young body, placed mirror", before which I was coerced 
cessih!e to the lowly, to· the crass there by a sadistic and angry into relating all th.ose horrid sins of 
. throngs.of.commeners?. ... · hrother·who, having hound and sloth, of disobedience, ·of idolotry, 
With all due respect to Mus- gagged me, was hiding me, the a?d of co_veting my neig~bor's 
sorgsky, I paraded majestically Crown Prince, from the Saracens. wife, to which second grade smners 
into the exhibition hall, only to he The only difference between this are so prone. I blushed an.d ~ade 
shaken to the core of my being as I object d'art and my vivid mental my way to the foyer, knocking mto 
stared, point blank, at my first recoll~tion was_ that the artist .had a bosomy (in my s_tupor, ~.counted 
abortive attempt at creative artist- seen fit to sprmkle the physical, seven) reproduction of Mother 
ry which had been so richly and immediate reality generously with Earth" done in dietetic gelatin and 
roundly ridiculed by my kinder- dried orange peels, rotting water- upsetting what appeared to he a 
garten teacher . - in that in- melon rinds, and a nest of.preying precariously balanced arrange-
imatable kindergarten teacher mantises, things which were either ment of concrete and fiber glas!J 
· dental equipment. 
livE ANd STudy 
iN ROME 
I OYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
fll>Mt ttNlfH!lf llHIHAl AHi'> 
• Classes taught in English 
•·All academic credit• transfer 
• 80 courses offered each semester: 
ANTHROPOLOGY • CLASSICAL STUDIES • ENGLISH 
& ITALIAN LIT. • FINE ARTS • HISTORY • ITALIAN 
• PHILOSOPHY • POLITICAL SCIENCE • PSYCHOL· 
OGY • THEATRE • THEOLOGY 
• 350 schools represented over 10 years 
• Campus villa houses some 275 student• 
MANY STATE SCHOLARSHIPS TRANSFER 
APPLICATIONS ACCIPTID NOW '0" IP .. INQ '74 AND 1174•11 _____ ._ _____ . ___________ _ 
,011 IN,OllflATION MAIL TO: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
ROME CENTER OFFICE, 8525 N. SHERIDAN RD., CHICAGO, ILL. 80829 
Name Sahool 
Addre11 
Cltll Zip · 
Enough!! What paranoia! 
TYPING DONE IN 
MY HOME. 
School papers a specialty. 
Fast. accurate. reasonable. 
531-4089 
The weekend. And you've got a little time 
to spend. Any way you want. Good times, . 
good friends. And Coca-Cola to help 
make it great. !!I It's the real thing.CQke. 
ACCEPTANCE PF110FUTY IS GIVEN TO 
XAVIER STUDENTS DUE TO 
AFFILIAflOl\J WlfH THE HOME CENT UL Bottled under the authority of The Coca·Cola Co~pany b : "The Coca·Cota Boutin Works Com an • Cincinnati". 
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Unseasonable Temperatures Hit Carbondale 
For Meteorologists' Convention: High 73, Low· 7 
by Thomas Stevens S th te. L · · A d th · l. l.k k ·~ l. · ' . . Sp t Ed•t . ou wes m ouisiana. n ey ie ine i e a n11e s icmg soggy .. 
or s . i or had apparantly found the con- spaghetti. And if it wasn't for the Befo~e the Xavier Musk~tee~s fidence that was lost after crushing depth chart in front of me, I would 
rolled ~nto Car~ondale, Illinois, defeats to Temple, Cincinnati, and not have been able to distinguish 
las~ F~day ~vem!1g, the S~uthem Tampa. It is quite possible, how- the frontliiiers. from the bench 
Ilhno.is University Salukis w~re ever, that the Muskies had too mu- warmers. Third-string sophomore 
suffei:in~ through ~ most dis- ch confidence entering a contest tailback John Dismuke came into 
appom~mg and, at times, a most_ with an 0·4 squad. George Custer's'..the game with 30 yards rushing in 
disgustmg football :seaso~. They team probably had the same type 4 games. Against Xavier he romp-
had lost every game 10 which they of feeling before their meeting with ed for 177 yards on 12 carries - all 
appeared - a total of four. Over Sitting Bull's boys. . in the second half! 
the span of two seasons, the . · . . 
Salukis had dropped eight straight The Saluki~, on the other hand, · . There~ore, all things bemg con-
ball games. In one of those defeats were sky-hig.h. If Shakespeare s1dered, it ~ou!d be safe to_ say that 
. this season they were outscored 70- thought Cassius had a lean and the defensive hne played .very poor-
7. Their defense was. about as hungry look whenever he glavced ly. Now try to swallow this: the per-
steady as an inebriated wino: SIU in the direction of Julius Caesar: he formance of the offensive. line was 
opponents were scoring an average s.hould. have been on the. SIU sid~ worse. Quarterback Tim Dydo 
of 42 points per game against the lmes ng~t before ~ame time to see ought to sue those guys for lack of 
Salukis. Their offense was fairly the drooling Salukis. . support. Play after play he. was 
potent, but very inconsistent. Add . Southern Illinois came out hi- forced to drop back and pass m ~n 
it all up and you can see that be- tting hard and running fast. attempt to put the Muskies back 1n 
fore Saturday's game with the Xavier Head Coach Tom Cecchini the ball game. But play after play 
Musketeers, Southern Illinois was said before the game th~t SIU had t~e Sal~kis ripped thro~gh the XU 
having a crummy football season. the best offensive backs that XU hne with ease,· .applying tremen-
When the Muskies finally rolled would face this year. After five dous preBBure on "Dydo. Somehow 
t f c ho d 1 s t d · ht minutes I could see that he knew he managed to complete 10 of 24 
oufteoth ~r n a e.thaSurlU atyh mgl ft what he was talking about With passes for 160 yards and the only After an incredible loss, the Muskies are at 'it again. (Didn't 
a r eir game wi , ey e . . · · . somebody once say, ·,"Practice makes perfect.") 
behind a very satisfied and content Junio.r quarterback ;Fr~d McAl}ey (Continued on page 7) 
bunch of Southern Illinois football running the Saluki tnple-option s===============================i=======:::=:=:. 
players. In the span of less.than gr~und attack, ~IU drove fr~m 
three hours the Salukis rewrote their own 13 yardbne to the Xavier 
their record' bOok as they pul- 14 in three plays. The xu:defen~e 
verized Xavier ,73.7 in what was held tough, though, and Melvin 
probably the most disappointing Moncrief could pick up only o!1e 
display of football in XU history. ya~d on a fourth ~nd threes.it-
The 1973 Xavier football squad uation on the Muskie 7. 
now has the dubious distinction of On Xavier's first offense play, 
giving up more points in a single fullback Dwight Chapman went off 
game than any other team in right tackle for a yard. Then 
Muskie history. (A 70-0 loss to Ken· Dwight Allen was whomped as he 
tucky in 1946 was the previous tried to run over the left side: The 
"high-water" mark.) football was jarred loose, and 
How good was Southern Illinois? Saluki defense end, Seth 
Or, inore appropriately, how bad Kir~patrick smothered it on the 
was Xavier? Well, the Salukis have Xavier 6. 
been fielding a football team since The Muskie defense again came 
1913. Against XU, they set SIU onto the field with their backs up 
records for most points produced, against the wall. For three straight 
most touchdowns scored, and most plays the Salukis tried.to run the 
offensive yardage accumulated in a ball right up the middle for the 
single game. Last season the score. For three straight plays the~ 
Salukis scored one touchdown on were thwarted by a stubborn, de-
the ground. Against Xavier Sat- termined XU defensive line. Fi-
urday night they rushed for nine nally, on 4th down, Moncrief rolled 
TD's. Freshman setbacks Melvin ·around left end and skipped into 
Moncrief and Larry Boyd account- the end zone for the touchdown. 
ed for one-third of that total. 
.. For all intents and purposes, that 
It is not. my intention to elicit ei· was the ball game. The first quar-
th er scorn or sympathy for the ter was not even five minutes old: 
Xavier football team. T?e~efore, I'll After Moncriefs touchdown (the 
try not t? dwell on statistical data. first of two he scored), Xavier's de-
But I will tell you ex?-ctly what fensive front line comple~ly lost 
went wrong Saturday mght at Car- its starch. By the end of the first 
bondale. · · d X · l · · 21-0 b peno , avier was osmg ; y 
The Musketeers went into the the end of the half Xavier was trail-
game with back-to-back victories ing 45-0 and hopelessly out of con-
tucked under their belts. They had tention. After that first TD SIU's 
performed well in those come-from- first-, second-, and third-stri~g run-
behind wins against Marshall and ning backs tore through the Musk-
Taking off? 
Take us up. 
There's a place for you on 
Piedmont. For a weekend of 
fun, a game out of town, a 
quick trip home, whatever-
there's a Piedmont jet or 
propjet flight to fit your 
plans. With personal, 
thoughtful service always. 
Piedmont - serving over 75 
cities including Chicago, 
New York, Washington, 
Norfolk, Atlanta, Memphis. 
Call us, or your travel agent. 
Piedmont 
Airlines 
Our twenty-fifth year 
of service. 
WIEDEMANN.. ~nu;,,_., ,c/ft«¥J ~6' . 
l:1cil~I! CONllNTS !2 FL DIS. . · ,,-r.' 
il'l. CO.• U CROSSE, SHEOOl'G.IN, WIU !E • 
~v. OF G. HEIUMAN BRG. co .. 1Ni. 
Ctnclnnatlans 
Are Proud of 
Their Beer! 
Cincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital 
· in America, is known throughout the world 
as a great brewing center. Nowhere will you 
find better brewed beer. · 
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's great beer. 
It's good business. 
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL • BREWERY WORKERS, LOCALS 199 
AND 12. ·.ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND OILERS, A"D MACHl~STS 
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Teahan Talks 
Whoever coined phraaee really. and the Salukis scored almost at USL a 14-0 lead early in the first 
knew what they were doing. Take will. The only bright spots were the quarter, the XU defense dug in and 
the guy who said "On any given touchdown pass from. Tim Dydo to didn't allow a point to the Cajuns. 
Sunday, any given team can win.'' Wide receiver Terry Buda and some (The 14 points were scored on an 
Change Sunday to Saturday, and fine open field running by reserve interception and a punt return.) 
you've got a truism truer than "all quarterback Dwight Allen late in The last time what happened was 
aspirins ar~n't alike." Look at the game. Souther Illinois certainly in the Marshall game last year at 
Missouri over Nebraska - Mar- has been this route-before, by way Corcoran Field, when the defense 
shall over Northern Illinois - of a 70-7 trouncing at the hands of held the Herd scoreless. Not since 
Oklahoma over Texas - Western Oklahoma State two weeks ago. 1968 has a Xavier football squad 
Michigan over Toledo - and so on Leaving the SIU diaster to the won two games in a row, when 
to Southern Illinois over Xavier. record book, where it will indeed be th~y ~eat Marshall and Northern 
Going into the SIU contest, the noted, the Marshall _game was by Illinois back-to-back. 
Muskies were 2-3, with back-to- far the most exciting football game The thing to remember about the 
back victories over Marshall and I have ever seen. I djdn't witness troucning in Carbondale is that the 
Southwestenf Louisian. The con· the 1971 skirmish iit which the score isn't import - what it might 
sens us was the. Muskies had mo- Herd pulled out a 15-13 .victory over do to the rest of the season is. A lot 
mentum - morale was high,-prac· XU, which no doubt was a thriller, of people expected Xavier to come 
tice was good, a•though there were but this season's edition was a out of the seven game road trip 
still a few injured players, there cliff-hanger from the opening kick· with an 0-7 record. Right now, the-
wasn't anything really serious - off. At the risk of sounding like a y're 2-4, with only a trip to Ar-
even the Junior Varsity felt the pessimist, if I don't see another kansas State before a much de-
electricity - they had won a 24.7 Xavier victory this season (I hope served and needed week lay-off and 
decision over the University of I'm dead wrong), I'll be satisfied then a home date with Dayton. 
Dayton Jayvee. Things were even with t~e thoughts of watchiJ?g. the If the hone field advantage can 
going good at t~e outset of t~e Muskies pull.off that e~c1ttng, work for other teams, it can work 
game Saturday m~ht .. The Salukis come-from-behind 30-28 w_in. One for Xavier too. Dayton's been lo-
marched 90 yards and were knock- member.of the defense put it soap- sing - Northern Illinois isn't ex-
ing oil the door at the Xavier 10- tly whlle walking off the field, actly a ball of fire - Villanova's 
yard line, but Ric~ Kase a~d the "Tha1~:s for two years ago, Mar- dropped a few - Toledo lost to: boys held SIU. Things took a turn shall. ·Western Michigan, so its not as: 
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SPORTS 
for the worse, though, after the Southwestern Louisiana didn't bleak as it sounds. 
Salukis scored on their first of ten t h bl f · · · ·· · · · · · · 
. . pose 00 muc a pro em or Remeber - On any given Sat· Out in·the middle'of nowhere this poor benighted Muskie is 
tnps to paydirt. The whole defense Xavier, as the Muskies defeated the urday any given team can win. wishing he hadn't landed 50 miies from civilization and at least 
slacked off. the offense turned sour Rar:hn' CaJ'us 17-14 "'-A-r spotting ' · . · • 
_. ' ..... • . • .tUw The Muskies CAN. do it. 10 miles from the nearest Howard Johnson's. · 
Unseasonable Temperatures· Hit Carbondale 
For Meteorologists' Conv~ntion: High 73, LOw 7 
(Continued from page 6) Carbondale was a terrible mistake. pect of Saturday's 73-7 defeat to 
XU touchdown. (Slotback Terry But then, they may prove that their Souther Illinois is the fact that 
Buda, playing in fine fashion as two victories were mistaken. In we're now one weekend closer to 
usual, made a .-great catch. at. the !}lat case, the only encouraging as· the end of the football season. 
goal lliie for the lone·Xavier score.) · · 
One had to admire Dydo for his 
display of fierce competition and 
for the gutsy way he Jrept picking. 
himself up off the McAndrew Sta· 
dium turf after being decked by the· 
Saluki rush. 
Where do we go from here? Well, 
the Musketeers have a chance to 
partially redeem themselves this 
Saturday with a good showing at 
Little Rock against Arkansas 
State. That contest 'will be the last 
of seven straight road games. The 
Muskies will then have an open 
weekend before their first home 
game, on November 3rd, against 
Dayton.· 
During the next few weeks, 
Xavier's football players ·have a 
chance to prove that they can once 
again bounce back from adversity. With incredibly good luck, these Xavier Skydivers landed 
They have·a chance to prove that safely en masse without their parachutes after a fall of 
their humiliating performance at 3,00(_)_f.eet. · 
Sugar 'n Spice 
Reading_Road at Victory Parkway· 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT LATE 
WEEK-END DA TE. 
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES. 
~.' . .:. ·.·J ...... "'·~-~ -·"-"','•: .......... :~.,.,·,;.~~ ........ •. •·,• ...... ~ 
Series Stumpers · 
The popularity of baseball has slipped somewhat over the past deca· 
de. However, the excitement and aura still associated with the World 
Series maintains itB status as the grandest and most popular single . 
sporting event in the world. With the Fall Classic due to get underway 
this Saturday, I thought now would be a decent time to throw a few 
"Series Stumpers" up for grabs. If you can answer at least ten of them 
· correctly, conilider younelf a. Series expert. · · 
1. Who was the starting and losing pitcher for the Dodgers the day 
that the Yankees' Dan Larsen hurled the only perfect game in WS his· 
tory? 
2. True or False: Willie McCovey never played in a World Series. 
3. Many baseball buffs claim that Willie Mays made the greatest catch 
in World Series history in the 1954 Fall Classic against the Indians. 
Who hit the drive that Mays raced back to haul in with an ever·the-
shoulder catch? 
4. This Cardinal was named the Most Valuable Player of the 1967 WS 
against Boston. 
a) Orlande Cepeda 
b)Lou Brock 
· c) Curt Flood 
d) Bob Gibson 
5. What t.eam won the first World Series back in 1903? 
6. Who was the Detroit Tiger outfielder who was brought in to play 
short.Btop by Manager Mayo Smith during the '68 World Series? 
7. One of the mamor highlights of World Series history came in the 
1934 Classic when Babe Ruth smashed his famous "called-shot" home 
run after painting toward the centerfield bleachers as he stepped into 
the batter's box. Who was the Chicago Cubs pitcher who served up the 
g~pher ball to"the BABE? · 
8. The largest singel-game crowd in World Series history watched: 
· a) the Dodgers and White Sou in 1959. 
b) the Indians and Giants in 1954. 
r.) the Yankees' and Cardinals in 1964. 
d) the Mets and Orioles in 1969. 
9. The St. Louis Cardinals won the 1946 Series when Enes Slaughter 
scored the winning run in the seventh game all the way from first base 
on a single by Harry Walker. Who was the Boston shortstop who held 
the relay fiom the outfield in a ~rief moment of indecision, enabling 
"Country" to score the run that won that Fall Classic? 
10. This pit.cher holds the record for most ittrikeoilts in a World Series 
game. 
a) Bob Gibson 
b) Bob Feller 
c)Sandy Koufax 
d) Nolan Ryan 
12. His game-saving, diving catch of a line drive by Brooks Robinson 
in the fourth game of the 1969 World Series was considered to be one of 
the finest in the history of the Fall Classic. 
a) Tommie Agee 
b) Ron Sweboda 
' c) Cleon Jones 
d) Rod Gaspar 
13. True or Fales: Al Kalino was named the Most Valuable Player of 
the 1968 World Series. 
14. Can you name two of the three Oriols pitchers who hurled shutouts 
against the Dodgers in the '66 World Series? 
15. Who won the 1960 World Series (Pirates vs Yankees) with a lead· 
off homer in the bottom of the 9th inning of. the 7th game? 
ANSWERS 
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Econo,rn.ic Growth: A Mixed Blessing-_-In Middle. ~ast 
by John O'Brien three nations. Land reforms in example, had an oil output of characterized farming techniques, Looking at the "big picture" Dr. 
News Reporter some countries, and nationalizing 328,000 gallons per day in 1938; through out the Middle East as Issawi sees oil, growing indu~trial 
The fo.llowing i~ the f!rst o( a s~ries of monopolistic indu~t!ies present daily output is about 2ff poor, except in the countries of production, and in~reasing hum.an 
of articles dealing with highlights elsewhere, have had only mimmal million gallons. Government Egypt, Israel, and Lebanon. He resources as. berng the chief 
of The Middle East Today, an effectiveness, and have not revenue from oil has also increased attributed this poor agricultural positive factors in the Middle 
institute course under the direction.reversed the trend toward widening greatly: governments receiving 22¢ development to four factors: 1) Eastern economies. Some negative 
of History-Political Science economic inequity. . per barrel in the 1950's now get nature -·the aridity of much of the fai;tors ex\ft, however, which must 
Professor Frank McVay. This Dr. Issawi cited three fa~tors about$1.50perbarrel. climate necessitates extensive 'beovercome.Populationisgrowing 
course, the second of its kind in which contributed to the Middle · irrigation; 2) farming techniques, at an alarming rate, faster even 
recent years here at Xavier,, meets East's rapid growth: th£! provision From. economic firowth and its such as fertilizatio?, .which are than th.at of. the 1;J.S. at· the height 
on alternate Saturdays until Nov. of "infrastructure," the influence of causes, Dr. lssawimoved to a discus- inefficient or unsophistic~ted; 3) a of the immigration era~ Defense 
·17th. ,On October 6, Dr. C~arles foreign aid, and of coure, the sion of human resource develop- lack of organizational services for expend it ues comprise rou!fhly 
lssawi, i:rofess.or of. Econo'!1ics at petroleum industry. Infrastructure .ment. He characterized.overall hu- farmers, such as extension of one-quarter of the .G~oss Nat10nal 
Colu~bia. University, addr~ssed in th is context refers to the man resource development there as credit; storage of surplus. crops, and Produ~ts of m~ny Middle East~rn 
~.he in~titute on t.he sub~ect, technological advances i_iecessary poor by comparison with other i:e- so o~; and 4) extensiv~ tenant cou!1tries - this ?s compared :with Ch~ngmg Pa_tterns in_ t":; Middle to make the production and gionsthathavesimilarpercapitain- fa~mg, and the nega~ive effect a figure of 9% m ~he U.S., and 
East. Economic Potential. · movement of goods more efficient. comes. For example, in 1970, 73% of this has. on ~he farmer s outrut. be~een 2%. and ~% m Eur.ope. and 
As this paper goes to press, a These would include, for example, all daults were illiterate; primary Counter-measures are b_emg Latin Amenca. Fmally, the Middle 
conflict is raging between Syria electrical power, roads, freight- and secondary school enrollment atteqipted to remedy each of these Eastern countries have, in the past, 
and Egypt on the one hand, and ways, railroads, and, where needed, statistics are lower than those of problems, chief among them being been plagued by a balance of 
Israel on the other. America's irtjgatiol). · .similar nations in Asia Africa land refor, but this has met with payments deficit, but oil and 
rosition wil.1 undo~btedly be Foreign aid has been the chiefaDd Latin America. And ;_.bile th~ limited ~uccess: a. l~nd reform (esp.ecially in l~rael _and ~ke~) 
mfluen.ced, if. not ~ictated, by so.urce of investment capital number and size of universities has program is on13;' as reli~ble as the t~uns~ are helpm~ to rectify this 
economi~ considerations. But the throughout the Middle East for been growing, the quality of higher. !'°eple who deSlgn and implement situation. 
e~onomic d.evel?pment. o~ the many years. For example, the U.S. education has been declining. it. . • · . . . On the whole, Dr. Issawi is 
Mi~dle East i.s of mte~st m ~tself, alone gave Middle Eastern However, the Middle East has On the question of od as a pohti- optiniilitic about the future of the 
aside from its relationship to countries over $7 4 billion fo many skilled technicians, and is cal tool to improve a nation's bar- Middle East's exonomy. Will the ~meri~'s na~onal ~nterests. Thi~ non-military aid bet~een 1945 and able to keep up with advances in gaining position in international Arab States become Capitalistic, or 
is the vi~poin.t which Dr. lssawi 19 70. Loan·s from various ·technology. relations. Dr. Issawistated that the will it be Communistic! in the years 
a~opted m hi~ ad_dress to the countries, the International Bank, Agricultural development was oil-rich countries will "go as far as ahead? Dr. Issawi feels that 
Middle East Institute. and the U.N. also played a vital the next major area touched upon possible without becoming too anta~- neither _will be the case; "That 
Dr. Issawi began with a few role in providing capital. by Dr. Issawi, who noted that in gonistic" toward other nations,~ strange animal called Arab 
comments on the .rapid ~conomic Finally, the petroleum industry the Middle Ea~t, as in all of the causeoftheirrelativ~militaryweak- So~ial!_sm".will prevail, he.says, 
growth rates expen~nced m recent has been growing at ever-faster developing regions of the globe, ness. The revenue will be.spentfirst, ~hich is a k~nd .of ~?es-breeding of 
yea~s by most ~hddle ·Eastern rates, as advances in technology agricultural advancements are however, on arms; .capital goo~! tr!1e. socialism and sta~e 
nations. The Middle ~ast•as a have expedited the extracting, Jagging behind ·technological and food, and ov~rseas m~estment, m cap~ta~ism. The trend, he feels, is 
wh~le has shown a higher per refining, and'transportation of oil. other developments. Citing _that ord~r!. will comp~se the bulk defmitely toward more state 
capita growth rate than ·the other The Persian ·Gulf re ion for statistics of output per acre, Issawi ofnon-miJ!tary e~'!.~turl!s. control. 
developing regions of the -world: - - -
Latin America; Africa, and 
Southeast Asia. At 3% per year, the 
Middle East's growth rate 
compares well with that of the 
Western industrialized countries. •s something lnthe·a· lr •.•• &Ach Ul&ak on w•,w_n-_..11 lo Specifically, Dr. Issawi noted that .,.W ...,.,..,. ~ ftUU 
Iran, Israel, and Turkey are doing 
extremely well economically; .Saudi 
Arabia, Syria, and Jordan are 
doingnearlyaswell;Egyptand ,.HE· BENGA. LS Lebanon are havin  some
dhifficublties; and. Ira~ and s1 uda1n . . . -._ .. ··.· , .: , . . .. ,.~ .. . . . ave een growmg very s ow y. . 
South Yemen has been losing 
ground economically, due to its 
dependence on sea trade, ever since brought to · by 
the Suez Canal was blockaded in . . . . : · · · ·yoU . , .
. 1967. 
However, despite a rise in the 
overall level of living, the Middle 
~E~stisexperi~ncingthesame 
problems associated with economic 
growth elsewhere. Because 
ecQnomic growth is dependent 
upon investment, those with 
capital to invest will benefit most 
· from such growth; and thus the 
gap between rich and poor widens, 
even though th_e poor are slightly 
better off. For example, Israel, 
Lebanon, and Turkey had the 
smallest gap between rich and poor 
in the Middle East 30 years ago; 
now massive inequality. of 
distribution of wealth exists in all 
XU Sails 3rd 
In Regatta· 
In what has been termed the 
_"best finish of this season", the 
Xavier Sailing Club placed third 
among nine Midwestern schools' 
teams in the UC Annual all Reg-
atta, held last Saturday at Cowan 
Lake. 
Under adverse weather con-
ditions, the Muskie team, crewed 
by new members Marsha Mertes 
and Mark Schroeder and skippered· 
by veterans Mary Hellmann and 
Bill.Bromer, finished well ahead of 
the Ohio State and University of 
Cincinnati clubs in a bid to qualify 
for the Time Angsten Memorial 
Races, to be held in November. 
FUTURE CPA'S 
Learn Now About the 
next CPA Exam. 
Beck•r CPA fl•vl•w Cour• 
COLUMBUS . 614-224-32.90. 
CINCINNATI 513-651·4487 
CLEVELAND· 216~696·0969 
DAYTON 513·426·5087 
OUR SUCCESS°FUL STUDENTS REPRESENT 
REGUW-SEASOl-WLW RADIO 
Sept. 16 Sun. 4:00 PM Denver Broncos 
Sept. 23 Sun. 1:00 PM Houston Oilers 
Sept. 30 Sun. 4:00 PM San Diego Chargers 
Oct. 7 . Sun. 1 :00 PM Cleveland Browns 
Oct. 14 Sun. 1 :00 PM Pittsburgh Steelers 
Oct. 21 Sun. 4:00 PM Kansas City Chiefs 
Oct.. 28 Sun. 4:00 PM Pittsburgh_ Steelers 
Nov. 4 Sun. 2:00 PM Dallas Cowboys 
Nov. 11 Sun. 1 :00 PM Buffalo Bills 
No~. 18 Sun. 1 :00 PM New York Jets 
Nov. 25 Sun. 1 :00 PIV! St. Louis Cardinals · 
· Dec. ~ Sun. 1 :OO PM : Minnesota Vikings 
Dec. 9 Sun. 1 :00 PM Cleve!and Browns 
·Dec. 16 Sun. 2:00 PM Houston Oilers 
